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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of US Provi-
sional Application No. 61/305,144 filed on February 17,
2010 in the USPTO.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the invention

[0002] The present invention relates to an image dis-
play device, a 3D viewing device, and a method for op-
erating the same, and more particularly to an image dis-
play device, a 3D viewing device, and a method for op-
erating the same, which enable a user wearing a 3D view-
ing device to reliably (or correctly) view 3D or 2D images.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] An image display apparatus has a function of
displaying images to a user. The image display apparatus
can display a broadcast program selected by the user on
a display from among broadcast programs transmitted
from broadcasting stations. The recent trend in broad-
casting is a worldwide shift from analog broadcasting to
digital broadcasting.
[0004] As it transmits digital audio and video signals,
digital broadcasting offers many advantages over analog
broadcasting, such as robustness against noise, less da-
ta loss, ease of error correction, and the ability to provide
high-definition, clear images. Digital broadcasting also
allows interactive viewer services.
[0005] Extensive research has recently been conduct-
ed on three-dimensional (3D) images. In addition, 3D
stereoscopy has been widely used and commercialized
in a variety of environments and technologies.
US 4,286,286 discloses a three-dimension or stereo tel-
evision viewing system. The system multiplexes alter-
nate left-right image presentations from two television
cameras which are separated horizontally and aimed so
that their optical axes intersect. One field of the standard
interlace frame is selected from the left-hand camera and
multiplexed but the alternate field from the right-hand
camera with the multiplexed video frame being displayed
on the standard television monitor. An electrically con-
trolled viewer is provided for each user which employs
electro-optic shutter lenses which are caused to switch
in synchronisms with the alternating television fields. Di-
rect connection between the viewers and the rest of the
system is eliminated by the provision of a photoemitting
and photodetection system in which coded pulses from
the photoemitters are utilized by the photo detectors to
operate the lenses of the stereo viewers in synchronism
with the TV fields.
US 6,791,599 B1 discloses an infrared ray receiving
module which receives an infrared signal transmitted by

an image display device and generated on the basis of
a signal representing switching between right and left
eye images.
JP H11 75223 A discloses a stereoscopic display device
which permits a viewer to recognize a video image nor-
mally and to avoid provision of a sense of displeasure
even when the viewer does not wear any special eye-
glasses.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention is defined in the independent
claims.
[0007] Therefore, the present invention has been
made in view of the above circumstances, and it is an
object of the present invention to provide an image dis-
play device, a viewing device, and a method for operating
the same, which enable a user wearing a 3D viewing
device to reliably (or correctly) view 3D or 2D images.
[0008] It is another object of the present invention to
provide an image display device, a viewing device, and
a method for operating the same, which prevent a user
wearing a 3D viewing device from viewing a double im-
age.
[0009] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, the above and other objects can be accom-
plished by the provision of a method for operating a 3D
viewing device, the method including receiving a syn-
chronization signal from an image display device, alter-
nately opening a left glass and a right glass according to
the synchronization signal, and simultaneously opening
the left glass and the right glass in a left-eye image display
period or a right-eye image display period of a 3D image
displayed on the image display device when a period of
the synchronization signal has changed.
[0010] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of a method for operating
a 3D viewing device, the method including receiving a
first synchronization signal from an image display device,
alternately opening a left glass and a right glass accord-
ing to the first synchronization signal, generating, when
a period of the first synchronization signal has changed,
a second synchronization signal corresponding to a pe-
riod prior to the change of the period of the first synchro-
nization signal, and alternately opening the left glass and
the right glass according to the second synchronization
signal.
[0011] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of a method for operating
an image display device, the method including transmit-
ting a synchronization signal to a 3D viewing device, dis-
playing a 3D image on a display when a normal operation
signal is received from the 3D viewing device, and switch-
ing the 3D image to a 2D image when an abnormal op-
eration signal is received from the 3D viewing device and
displaying the 2D image on the display.
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[0012] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of a 3D viewing device
including a left glass and a right glass, a wireless com-
munication unit to transmit or receive data to or from an
image display device, and a controller to perform a control
operation for alternately opening the left glass and the
right glass according to a synchronization signal received
from the image display device through the wireless com-
munication unit and simultaneously opening the left glass
and the right glass in a left-eye image display period or
a right-eye image display period of a 3D image displayed
on the image display device when a period of the syn-
chronization signal has changed.
[0013] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of a 3D viewing device
including a left glass and a right glass, a wireless com-
munication unit to transmit or receive data to or from an
image display device, a controller to perform a control
operation for alternately opening the left glass and the
right glass according to a first synchronization signal re-
ceived from the image display device through the wire-
less communication unit, generating, when a period of
the first synchronization signal has changed, a second
synchronization signal corresponding to a period prior to
the change of the period of the first synchronization sig-
nal, and alternately opening the left glass and the right
glass according to the second synchronization signal.
[0014] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, the above and other objects can be
accomplished by the provision of an image display device
including a display for displaying images, a wireless com-
munication unit to transmit or receive data to or from a
3D viewing device, and a controller to perform a control
operation for transmitting a synchronization signal to the
3D viewing device, displaying a 3D image on the display
when a normal operation signal is received from the 3D
viewing device, switching the 3D image to a 2D image
when an abnormal operation signal is received from the
3D viewing device, and displaying the 2D image on the
display.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The above and other objects, features and other
advantages of the present invention will be more clearly
understood from the following detailed description taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an image display
device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate block diagrams of a set-
top box and a display device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a controller shown in
FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 illustrates various formats of a 3D image;
FIG. 5 illustrates an operation of a 3D viewing device
according to a format shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 illustrates various scaling schemes of a 3D
image signal according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 illustrates how an image is formed by a left-
eye image and a right-eye image;
FIG. 8 illustrates the depth of a 3D image according
to the distance between a left-eye image and a right-
eye image;
FIG. 9 illustrates a 3D viewing device and an image
display device according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the 3D viewing device
and the image display device of FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating a method for op-
erating a 3D viewing device according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIGS. 12 to 18 illustrate various examples of the
method for operating a 3D viewing device shown in
FIG. 11;
FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating a method for op-
erating a 3D viewing device according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 20 illustrates various examples of the method
for operating a 3D viewing device shown in FIG. 19;
FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating a method for op-
erating an image display device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 22 illustrates various examples of the method
for operating an image display device shown in FIG.
21.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0016] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to the attached draw-
ings.
[0017] The word "module" or "unit", which is added to
the end of terms describing components, is merely used
for ease of explanation of the present invention and has
no specific meaning or function with respect to the com-
ponents. Thus, the words "module" and "unit" may be
used interchangeably.
[0018] FIG. 1 a block diagram showing an image dis-
play device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0019] Referring to FIG. 1, the image display device
100 according to the embodiment of the present invention
includes a tuner unit 110, a demodulator 120, an external
device interface unit 130, a network interface unit 135, a
storage unit 140, a user input interface unit 150, a sensor
unit 160, a controller 170, a display 180, an audio output
unit 185, an photographing unit 190, and a viewing device
195.
[0020] The tuner unit 110 tunes to a Radio Frequency
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(RF) broadcast signal corresponding to a channel select-
ed by a user from RF broadcast signals received through
an antenna or corresponding to each of all stored chan-
nels. The tuned RF broadcast signal is converted into an
Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal or a baseband video
or audio signal.
[0021] For example, if the tuned RF broadcast signal
is a digital broadcast signal, the tuned RF broadcast sig-
nal is converted into a digital IF (DIF) signal and, if the
tuned RF broadcast signal is an analog broadcast signal,
the tuned RF broadcast signal is converted into an analog
baseband video/audio signal (Composite Video Base-
band Signal (CVBS)/Sound IF (SIF)). That is, the tuner
unit 110 may process a digital broadcast signal or an
analog broadcast signal. The analog baseband video/au-
dio signal (CVBS/SIF) output from the tuner unit 110 may
be directly input to the controller 170.
[0022] In addition, the tuner unit 110 may receive a
single-carrier RF broadcast signal according to an Ad-
vanced Television System Committee (ATSC) scheme
or a multiple-carrier RF broadcast signal according to a
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) scheme.
[0023] In the present invention, the tuner unit 110 may
sequentially tune to the RF broadcast signals of all the
broadcast channels stored through a channel storage
function among the RF broadcast signals received
through the antenna, and convert the signals into IF sig-
nals or baseband video or audio signals.
[0024] The tuner unit 110 may include a plurality of
tuners in order to receive broadcast signals of a plurality
of channels. The tuner unit 110 may also be a single
tuner capable of simultaneously receiving broadcast sig-
nals of a plurality of channels.
[0025] The demodulator 120 receives the converted
DIF signal from the tuner unit 110 and performs a de-
modulation operation.
[0026] For example, if the DIF signal output from the
tuner unit 110 is based on the ATSC system, the demod-
ulator 120 performs 8-Vestigial Side Band (VSB) modu-
lation. In addition, the demodulator 120 may perform
channel decoding. The demodulator 120 may include a
trellis decoder, a deinterleaver, a Reed-Solomon decod-
er and the like and perform trellis decoding, deinterleav-
ing and Reed-Solomon decoding.
[0027] For example, if the DIF signal output from the
tuner unit 110 is based on the DVB system, the demod-
ulator 120 performs Coded Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiple Access (COFDMA) modulation. In addition,
the demodulator 120 may perform channel decoding.
The demodulator 120 may include a convolutional de-
coder, a deinterleaver, a Reed-Solomon decoder and the
like to perform convolutional decoding, deinterleaving
and Reed-Solomon decoding.
[0028] The demodulator 120 may perform demodula-
tion and channel decoding and then output a Transport
Stream (TS) signal. The TS signal may be a signal in
which an image signal, an audio signal and a data signal
are multiplexed. For example, the TS signal may be an

MPEG-2 TS in which an MPEG-2 image signal, a Dolby
AC-3 audio signal and the like are multiplexed. Specifi-
cally, the MPEG-2 TS may include a 4-byte header and
a 184-byte payload.
[0029] The demodulator 120 may separately include
demodulators according to the ATSC scheme and the
DVB scheme. That is, the demodulator 120 may include
an ATSC modulator and a DVB demodulator.
[0030] The TS signal output from the demodulator 120
may be input to the controller 170. The controller 170
performs demultiplexing, image/audio signal processing
and the like, and then outputs an image through the dis-
play 180 and audio through the audio output unit 185.
[0031] The external device interface unit 130 may
transmit or receive data to or from an external device (not
shown) connected to the interface unit 130. To accom-
plish this, the external device interface unit 130 may in-
clude an A/V input/output unit (not shown) or a wireless
communication unit (not shown).
[0032] The external device interface unit 130 may be
connected to the external device (not shown) such as a
Digital Versatile Disk (DVD) player, a Blu-ray player, a
game console, a camcorder or a (notebook) computer in
a wired/wireless manner. The external device interface
unit 130 sends an image signal, an audio signal or a data
signal received from the connected external device (not
shown) to the controller 170 of the image display device
100. The image signal, the audio signal or the data signal
processed by the controller 170 may be output to the
connected external device (not shown). To accomplish
this, the external device interface unit 130 may include
an A/V input/output unit (not shown) or a wireless com-
munication unit (not shown).
[0033] The A/V input/output unit may include a Univer-
sal Serial Bus (USB) port, a CVBS terminal, a component
terminal, an S-video terminal (analog), a Digital Visual
Interface (DVI) terminal, a High Definition Multimedia In-
terface (HDMI) terminal, an RGB terminal, and a D-SUB
terminal for inputting the image signal and the audio sig-
nal from the external device to the image display device
100.
[0034] The wireless communication unit may perform
wireless Local Area Network (LAN) communication with
another electronic device. The image display device 100
may be connected to another electronic device over a
network according to the communication standard such
as Bluetooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), In-
frared Data Association (IrDA), Ultra Wideband (UWB),
ZigBee, or Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA).
[0035] In addition, the external device interface unit
130 may be connected to various set-top boxes through
at least one of the above-described various terminals so
as to perform an input/output operation with the set-top
boxes.
[0036] The external device interface unit 130 may
transmit or receive data to or from the viewing device 195.
[0037] The network interface unit 135 provides an in-
terface for connecting the image display device 100 to a
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wired/wireless network including an Internet network.
The network interface unit 135 may include an Ethernet
port for connection with a wired network. The network
interface unit 135 may also use the communication
standard such as Wireless LAN (WLAN) (Wi-Fi), Wire-
less broadband (Wibro), World Interoperability for Micro-
wave Access (WiMax), or High Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) for connection with a wireless network.
[0038] The network interface unit 135 may receive con-
tent or data provided by an Internet or content provider
or a network manager over a network. That is, the net-
work interface unit 135 may receive content such as mov-
ies, advertisements, games, VOD, or broadcast signals
and information associated with the content provided by
the Internet or content provider over a network. In addi-
tion, the network interface unit 135 may receive update
information and update files of firmware provided by the
network manager. In addition, the network interface unit
135 may transmit data to the Internet or content provider
or to the network manager.
[0039] In addition, the network interface unit 135 is con-
nected to, for example, an Internet Protocol TV (IPTV)
to receive and transmit an image, audio or data signal
processed by a set-top box for IPTV to the controller 170
and to transmit signals processed by the controller 170
to the set-top box for IPTV in order to enable bidirectional
communication.
[0040] The IPTV may include an ADSL-TV, a VDSL-
TV, an FTTH-TV or the like according to the type of the
transmission network or may include a TV over DSL, a
Video over DSL, a TV over IP (TVIP), a Broadband TV
(BTV), or the like. In addition, the IPTV may include an
Internet TV capable of Internet access or a full-browsing
TV.
[0041] The storage unit 140 may store a program for
performing signal processing and control in the controller
170 and store a processed image, audio or data signal.
[0042] In addition, the storage unit 140 may perform a
function to temporarily store an image, audio or data sig-
nal input through the external device interface unit 130.
In addition, the storage unit 140 may store information
about predetermined broadcast channels through a
channel storage function such as a channel map.
[0043] The storage unit 140 may include at least one
of a flash memory storage medium, a hard disk storage
medium, a multimedia card micro medium, a card mem-
ory (e.g., SD memory, XD memory, or the like), a RAM,
or a ROM (EEPROM or the like). The image display de-
vice 100 may reproduce and provide a file, such as a
moving image file, a still image file, a music file, a docu-
ment file, or the like, stored in the storage unit 140 to the
user.
[0044] Although FIG. 1 shows an example in which the
storage unit 140 is provided separately from the controller
170, the present invention is not limited to this example.
The storage unit 140 may be included in the controller
170.
[0045] The user input interface unit 150 sends a signal

input by the user to the controller 170 or sends a signal
from the controller 170 to the user.
[0046] For example, the user input interface unit 150
may receive a user input signal, such as power on/off,
channel selection or screen setup, from a remote control
device 200 or may transmit a signal from the controller
170 to the remote control device 200 according to various
communication schemes such as a Radio Frequency
(RF) communication scheme or an Infrared (IR) commu-
nication scheme.
[0047] In addition, for example, the user input interface
unit 150 may send a user input signal input through a
local key (not shown) such as a power key, a channel
key, a volume key, or a setup value to the controller 170.
[0048] The sensor unit 160 may sense the position,
gesture, or touch of the user or the position of the viewing
device 195. To accomplish this, the sensor unit 160 may
include a touch sensor, a voice sensor, a position sensor,
a motion sensor, a gyro sensor, or the like.
[0049] A signal indicating the sensed position, gesture,
or touch of the user or the sensed position of the viewing
device 195 may be input to the controller 170. This signal
may also be input to the controller 170 through the user
input interface unit 150, unlike the illustration of FIG. 1.
[0050] The controller 170 may demultiplex the TS sig-
nal input through the tuner unit 110, the demodulator 120
or the external device interface unit 130 or may process
demultiplexed signals to generate and output signals for
an image or audio output.
[0051] The image signal processed by the controller
170 may be input to the display 180 such that an image
corresponding to the image signal is displayed on the
display 180. The image signal processed by the controller
170 may also be input to an external output device
through the external device interface unit 130.
[0052] The audio signal processed by the controller
170 may be audibly output through the audio output unit
185. In addition, the audio signal processed by the con-
troller 170 may be input to an external output device
through the external device interface unit 130.
[0053] Although not shown in FIG. 1, the controller 170
may include a demultiplexer, an image processing unit,
and the like as described later in detail with reference to
FIG. 3.
[0054] The controller 170 may control the overall op-
eration of the image display device 100. For example,
the controller 170 may control the tuner unit 110 to tune
to an RF broadcast corresponding to a channel selected
by the user or a stored channel.
[0055] In addition, the controller 170 may control the
image display device 100 according to a user command
input through the user input interface unit 150 or an in-
ternal program.
[0056] For example, the controller 170 controls the tun-
er unit 110 to receive the signal of a channel selected
according to a predetermined channel selection com-
mand received through the user input interface unit 150.
The controller 170 then processes the image, audio or
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data signal of the selected channel. The controller 170
may allow information of the channel selected by the user
to be output through the display 180 or the audio output
unit 185 together with the image or audio signal.
[0057] In another example, the controller 170 may al-
low an image or audio signal received from the external
device (not shown), for example, a camera or a camcord-
er, through the external device interface unit 130 to be
output through the display 180 or the audio output unit
185 according to an external device image reproduction
command received through the user input interface unit
150.
[0058] The controller 170 may control the display 180
to display an image. For example, the controller may al-
low a broadcast image input through the tuner unit 110,
an external input image input through the external device
interface unit 130, an image input through a network in-
terface unit 135, or an image stored in the storage unit
140 to be displayed on the display 180.
[0059] Here, the image displayed on the display 180
may be a still image, a moving image, a 2D image or a
3D image.
[0060] The controller 170 generates and displays a
predetermined object in the image displayed on the dis-
play 180 as a 3D object. For example, the object may be
at least one of a web page (newspaper, magazine, or the
like), an Electronic Program Guide (EPG), various men-
us, a widget, an icon, a still image, a moving image, or
text.
[0061] Such a 3D object may provide a sense of depth
different from that of the image displayed on the display
180. Preferably, the 3D object may be processed such
that the 3D object appears to be located in front of the
image displayed on the display 180.
[0062] The controller 170 determines a user’s position
based on an image captured using the photographing
unit (not shown). The controller 170 can obtain, for ex-
ample, a distance (z-axis coordinate) between the user
and the image display device 100. In addition, the con-
troller can obtain an X-axis coordinate and a y-axis co-
ordinate on the display 180 corresponding to the user’s
position.
[0063] The controller 170 may perform signal process-
ing for pairing with the viewing device 195. That is, the
controller 170 may perform a control operation to output
a pairing signal to the viewing device 195 and to receive
a response signal from the viewing device 195.
[0064] On the other hand, although not shown in the
drawing, the image display device 100 may further in-
clude a channel browsing processing unit for generating
a thumbnail image corresponding to a channel signal or
an external input signal. The channel browsing process-
ing unit may receive a Transport Stream (TS) signal out-
put from the demodulator 120 or a TS signal output from
the external device interface unit 130, extract an image
from the received TS signal, and generate a thumbnail
image. The generated thumbnail image may be input to
the controller 170 without conversion or after being en-

coded. In addition, the generated thumbnail image may
be input to the controller 170 after being encoded into a
stream format. The controller 170 may display a thumb-
nail list including a plurality of thumbnail images on the
display 180 using the received thumbnail images. The
thumbnail list may be displayed in a brief viewing manner
in which the thumbnail list is displayed in a portion of the
display 180 on which an image is being displayed, or in
a full viewing manner in which the thumbnail list is dis-
played over most of the display 180. Thumbnail images
in the thumbnail list may be sequentially updated.
[0065] The display 180 converts an image signal, a
data signal, an OSD signal or a control signal processed
by the controller 170 or an image signal, data signal or
a control signal received through the external device in-
terface unit 130 and generates a drive signal.
[0066] The display 180 may include a Plasma Display
Panel (PDP), a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), an Organic
Light Emitting Diode (OLED) display, and a flexible dis-
play. The display 180 may also include a 3D display. The
display 180 for 3D image viewing may be divided into a
supplementary display type and a single display type.
[0067] In the single display type, a 3D image is imple-
mented on the display 180 without a separate subsidiary
device, e.g., glasses. Examples of the single display type
may include various types such as a lenticular type and
a parallax barrier type.
[0068] In the supplementary display type, a 3D image
is implemented using a subsidiary device as a viewing
device 195, in addition to the display 180. Examples of
the supplementary display type include various types
such as a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) type and a
glasses type.
[0069] The glasses type may be divided into a passive
type such as a polarized glasses type and an active type
such as a shutter glasses type. The HMD type may be
divided into a passive type and an active type.
[0070] The viewing device 195 may also be 3D glasses
that enable 3D image viewing. The 3D glasses 195 may
include passive-type polarized glasses or active-type
shutter glasses. The 3D glasses 195 will also be de-
scribed as conceptually including the HMD type.
[0071] The display 180 may include a touch screen
and function as an input device as well as an output de-
vice.
[0072] The audio output unit 185 receives the audio
signal processed by the controller 170, for example, a
stereo signal, a 3.1 channel signal or a 5.1 channel signal,
and outputs corresponding audio. The audio output unit
185 may be implemented using various types of speak-
ers.
[0073] The photographing unit (not shown) captures
an image of the user. Although the photographing unit
(not shown) may be implemented using one camera, the
present invention is not limited to one camera and the
photographing unit (not shown) may be implemented us-
ing a plurality of cameras. The photographing unit (not
shown) may be provided at an upper portion of the display
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180. Information of the image captured by the photo-
graphing unit (not shown) is input to the controller 170.
[0074] The controller 170 may sense the gesture of the
user by the image captured using the photographing unit
(not shown), the signal sensed using the sensing unit
160 or a combination thereof.
[0075] The remote control device 200 transmits a user
input signal to the user input interface unit 150. To ac-
complish this, the remote control device 200 may use
Bluetooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) com-
munication, IR communication, Ultra Wideband (UWB),
or ZigBee. The remote control device 200 may receive
the image, audio, or data signal output from the user input
interface unit 150 and may then display or audibly output
the received signal.
[0076] The image display device 100 may be a fixed
digital broadcast receiver capable of receiving at least
one of an ATSC (8-VSB) digital broadcast, a DVB-T
(COFDM) digital broadcast or an ISDB-T (BST-OFDM)
digital broadcast, or a mobile digital broadcast receiver
capable of receiving at least one of a terrestrial DMB
digital broadcast, a satellite DMB digital broadcast, an
ATSC-M/H digital broadcast, a DVB-H (COFDM) digital
broadcast or a media forward link only digital broadcast.
In addition, the image display device 100 may be a cable,
satellite or IPTV digital broadcast receiver.
[0077] The image display device described in the
present specification may include a TV receiver, a pro-
jector, a mobile phone, a smart phone, a notebook com-
puter, a digital broadcast terminal, a Personal Digital As-
sistant (PDA), a Portable Multimedia Player (PMP), or
the like.
[0078] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the image display
device 100 according to one embodiment of the present
invention. Some of the components of the image display
device 100 shown in the block diagram may be combined
or omitted or other components may be added thereto
according to the specifications of the image display de-
vice 100 that is actually implemented. That is, two or more
components of the image display device 100 may be
combined into one component or one component thereof
may be divided into two or more components as neces-
sary. The functions of the components described below
are only examples to describe the embodiments of the
present invention and specific operations and units there-
of do not limit the scope of the present invention.
[0079] The image display device 100 may not include
the tuner unit 110 and the demodulation unit 120 shown
in FIG. 1 and instead may receive and reproduce image
content through the network interface unit 130 or the ex-
ternal device interface unit 135.
[0080] The image display device 100 is an example of
an image signal processing device that performs signal
processing upon a image stored in the device or an image
input to the device. Other examples of the image signal
processing device may include a set-top box, which does
not include the display 180 and the audio output unit 185
shown in FIG. 1, a DVD player, a Blu-ray player, a game

console, a camcorder, a computer, or the like. Details of
the set-top box are described below with reference to
FIGS. 2A to 2B.
[0081] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate block diagrams of a
set-top box and a display device according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0082] First, as shown in FIG. 2A, the set-top box 250
and the display device 30 may transmit or receive data
wirelessly or by wire. The following description is given,
focusing on differences from FIG. 1.
[0083] The set-top box 250 may include a network in-
terface unit 255, a storage unit 258, a user input interface
unit 263, and an external device interface unit 265.
[0084] The network interface unit 255 provides an in-
terface for connection to a wired/wireless network includ-
ing the Internet. The network interface unit 255 may also
transmit or receive data to or from another user or another
electronic device through a connected network or anoth-
er network linked to the connected network.
[0085] The storage unit 258 may store a program for
implementing various signal processing and control in
the signal processor 260 and may also perform a function
to temporarily store video, audio, and data signals re-
ceived from the external device interface unit 265 or from
the network interface unit 255.
[0086] The signal processor 260 performs signal
processing upon an input signal. For example, the signal
processor 260 may perform demultiplexing or demodu-
lation on an input image signal or may perform demulti-
plexing or demodulation on an input audio signal. To ac-
complish this, the signal processor 260 may include a
video decoder or an audio decoder. The processed video
or audio signal may be transmitted to the display device
300 through the external device interface unit 265.
[0087] The user input interface unit 263 may transfer
a signal input by the user to the signal processor 260 or
may transfer a signal from the signal processor 260 to
the user. For example, the user input interface unit 263
may receive various control signals such as a power
on/off signal, an operation-related input signal, a setting-
related input signal that the user inputs through a local
key (not shown) or through the remote control device 200
and may then transfer the received control signals to the
signal processor 260.
[0088] The external device interface unit 265 provides
an interface for transmitting or receiving data to or from
an external device connected to the external device in-
terface unit 265 wirelessly or by wire. Particularly, the
display device 300 provides an interface for transmitting
or receiving data to or from the display device 300. The
external device interface unit 265 may also provide an
interface for transmitting or receiving data to or from an
external device such as a game console, a camera, a
camcorder, or a (notebook) computer.
[0089] The set-top box 250 may further include a media
input unit (not shown) for additional media playback. Ex-
amples of the media input unit include a Blu-ray input
unit (not shown). That is, the set-top box 250 may include
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a Blu-ray player or the like. An input signal of media such
as a Blu-ray disc may be subjected to signal processing
such as demultiplexing or demodulation by the signal
processor 260 and may then be transmitted to the display
device 300 through the external device interface unit 265
in order to display the signal.
[0090] The display device 300 may include a tuner unit
270, an external device interface unit 273, a demodula-
tion unit 275, a storage unit 278, a controller 280, a user
input interface unit 283, a display unit 290, and an audio
output unit 295.
[0091] The tuner unit 270, the demodulation unit 275,
the storage unit 278, the controller 280, the user input
interface unit 283, the display unit 290, and the audio
output unit 295 correspond to the tuner unit 110, the de-
modulator 120, the storage unit 140, the controller 170,
the user input interface unit 150, the display 180, and the
audio output unit 185 and thus descriptions thereof are
omitted herein.
[0092] The external device interface unit 273 provides
an interface for transmitting or receiving data to or from
an external device connected to the external device in-
terface unit 273 by wire or wirelessly. Particularly, the
external device interface unit 273 provides an interface
for transmitting or receiving data to or from the set-top
box 250.
[0093] Accordingly, a video signal or an audio signal
input through the set-top box 250 is then output through
the display unit 290 or the audio output unit 295 via the
controller 280.
[0094] A set-top box 250 and a display device 300
shown in FIG. 2B are similar to the set-top box 250 and
the display device 300 shown in FIG. 2A with the differ-
ence being that a tuner unit 270 and a demodulation unit
275 are provided in the set-top box 250 rather than in the
display device 300. Only differences from FIG. 2A are
described below.
[0095] A signal processor 260 may perform signal
processing upon a broadcast signal received through the
tuner unit 270 and the demodulation unit 275. A user
input interface unit 263 may receive an input signal such
as a channel selection signal or a channel storage signal
input by the user.
[0096] Although the audio output unit 185 of FIG. 1 is
not shown in the each of the set-top boxes 250 in FIGS.
2A and 2B, each set-top box 250 may also include a
separate audio output unit.
[0097] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the controller
shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 4 illustrates various formats of a
3D image, and FIG. 5 illustrates an operation of a viewing
device according to a frame sequential format shown in
FIG. 4.
[0098] As shown in FIG. 3, the controller 170 according
to one embodiment of the present invention may include
a demultiplexer 310, an image processing unit 320, an
OSD generator 340, a mixer 345, a Frame Rate Convert-
er (FRC) 350, and a formatter 360. The controller 170
may further include an audio processing unit (not shown)

and a data processing unit (not shown).
[0099] The demultiplexer 310 demultiplexes an input
TS signal. For example, if an MPEG-2 TS signal is input,
the demultiplexer may demultiplex the MPEG-2 TS signal
into image, audio and data signals. The TS signal input
to the demultiplexer 310 may be a TS signal output from
the tuner unit 110, the demodulator 120 or the external
device interface unit 130.
[0100] The image processing unit 320 may perform im-
age processing upon the demultiplexed image signal.
The image processing unit 320 may include an image
decoder 325 and a scaler 335.
[0101] The image decoder 325 decodes the demulti-
plexed image signal and the scaler 335 adjusts the res-
olution of the decoded image signal such that the image
signal can be output through the display 180.
[0102] The image decoder 325 may include various
types of decoders. For example, the image decoder 325
may include at least one of an MPEG-2 decoder, an
H.264 decoder, an MPEG-C decoder (MPEG-C part 3),
an MVC decoder, and an FTV decoder.
[0103] The image signal decoded by the image
processing unit 320 may include a 2D image signal alone,
a mixture of a 2D image signal and a 3D image signal,
or a 3D image signal alone.
[0104] For example, an external image signal received
from the photographing unit (not shown) or a broadcast
image signal of a broadcast signal received through the
tuner unit 110 may include a 2D image signal alone, a
mixture of a 2D image signal and a 3D image signal, or
a 3D image signal alone. Accordingly, thereafter, the con-
troller 170, specifically, the image processing unit 320 in
the controller 170, may perform signal processing upon
the external image signal or the broadcast image signal
to output a 2D image signal alone, a mixture of a 2D
image signal and a 3D image signal, or a 3D image signal
alone.
[0105] The image signal decoded by the image
processing unit 320 may include a 3D image signal in
various formats. For example, the decoded image signal
may be a 3D image signal including a color difference
image and a depth image, or a 3D image signal including
multi-view image signals. The multi-view image signals
may include, for example, a left-eye image signal and a
right-eye image signal.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 4, the format of the 3D image
signal may include a side-by-side format (FIG. 4(a)) in
which the left-eye image L and the right-eye image R are
arranged in a horizontal direction, a top/down format
(FIG. 4(b)) in which the left-eye image and the right-eye
image are arranged in a vertical direction, a frame se-
quential format (FIG. 4(c)) in which the left-eye image
and the right-eye image are arranged in a time division
manner, an interlaced format (FIG. 4(d)) in which the left-
eye image and the right-eye image are mixed in lines,
and a checker box format (FIG. 4(e)) in which the left-
eye image and the right-eye image are mixed in boxes.
[0107] The OSD generator 340 generates an OSD sig-
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nal according to a user input signal or automatically. For
example, the OSD generator 340 may generate a signal
for displaying a variety of information as graphics or text
on the screen of the display 180 based on a user input
signal. The generated OSD signal may include a variety
of data such as a user interface screen, various menu
screens, a widget or an icon of the image display device
100. The generated OSD signal may include a 2D object
or a 3D object.
[0108] The mixer 345 may mix the OSD signal gener-
ated by the OSD generator 340 with the image signal
decoded by the image processing unit 320. Here, each
of the OSD signal and the decoded image signal may
include at least one of a 2D signal and a 3D signal. The
mixed image signal is provided to the frame rate convert-
er 350.
[0109] The frame rate converter 350 converts the
frame rate of the input image. For example, a frame rate
of 60 Hz is converted into 120 Hz or 240 Hz. In the case
where the frame rate of 60 Hz is converted into 120 Hz,
the frame rate converter 350 may insert a first frame be-
tween the first frame and a second frame or may insert
a third frame estimated from the first frame and the sec-
ond frame between the first frame and the second frame.
In the case where the frame rate of 60 Hz is converted
into 240 Hz, the frame rate converter 350 may insert the
same three frames or three estimated frames between
the frames.
[0110] The frame rate converter 350 may also directly
output an input image signal without frame rate conver-
sion. Preferably, when a 2D image signal is input to the
frame rate converter 350, the frame rate converter 350
may directly output the 2D image signal without frame
rate conversion. On the other hand, when a 3D image
signal is input, the frame rate converter 350 may convert
the frame rate of the 3D image signal as described above.
[0111] The formatter 360 may receive the mixed signal
(i.e., the mixture of the OSD signal and the decoded im-
age signal) from the mixer 345 and separate it into a 2D
image signal and a 3D image signal.
[0112] In the present specification, the 3D image signal
includes a 3D object. Examples of such an object may
include a Picture In Picture (PIP) image (still image or
moving image), an EPG indicating broadcast program
information, various menus, a widget, an icon, text, or an
object, a person or a background present in an image, a
web page (newspaper, magazine, or the like), etc.
[0113] The formatter 360 may change the format of the
3D image signal to, for example, any of the various for-
mats shown in FIG. 4.
[0114] FIG. 5(a) shows the operation of the 3D glasses
195 (specifically, shutter glasses) when the formatter 360
arranges and outputs the 3D image signal in the frame
sequential format from among the formats shown in FIG.
4.
[0115] Specifically, FIG. 5(a) shows the case where
the left-eye glass of the shutter glasses 195 is opened
and the right-eye glass of the shutter glasses is closed

when the left-eye image L is displayed on the display 180
and shows the case where the left-eye glass of the shutter
glasses 195 is closed and the right-eye glass of the shut-
ter glasses is opened when the right-eye image R is dis-
played on the display 180.
[0116] FIG. 5(b) shows another exemplary operation
of the 3D glasses 195, especially in case of polarized
glasses, when the format of the 3D image signal is a side-
by-side format (FIG. 4(a)). In this case, the 3D glasses
195 may be the shutter glasses 195. The left and right-
eye glasses of the shutter glasses may be kept opened
and instead the polarization directions of the left and right-
eye glasses may be different. That is, the shutter glasses
may operate as passive-type polarized glasses.
[0117] The formatter 360 may switch a 2D image signal
to a 3D image signal. For example, according to a 3D
image generation algorithm, the formatter 360 may de-
tect an edge or a selectable object from a 2D image signal
and may then separate an object according to the de-
tected edge or selectable object to generate a 3D image
signal. The formatter 360 may then separate and arrange
the generated 3D image signal into a left-eye image sig-
nal L and a right-eye image signal R as described above.
[0118] Although not illustrated, the controller 170 may
further include a 3D processor (not shown) for 3-dimen-
sional (3D) effects signal processing, downstream of the
formatter 360. The 3D processor (not shown) may per-
form signal processing for brightness, tint, and color ad-
justment of an image signal in order to increase 3D ef-
fects. For example, the 3D processor may perform signal
processing for making a near image portion clear and
making a distant image portion unclear. The functions of
the 3D processor may be incorporated into the formatter
360 or the image processing unit 320 as described later
with reference to FIG. 6.
[0119] The audio processing unit (not shown) in the
controller 170 may perform audio processing upon the
demultiplexed audio signal. To accomplish this, the audio
processing unit (not shown) may include various decod-
ers.
[0120] For example, when the demultiplexed audio sig-
nal is a coded audio signal, the audio processing unit
may decode the coded audio signal. Specifically, when
the demultiplexed audio signal is an audio signal coded
based on the MPEG-2 standard, the audio processing
unit may decode the audio signal using an MPEG-2 de-
coder. When the demultiplexed audio signal is an audio
signal coded based on the MPEG 4 Bit Sliced Arithmetic
Coding (BSAC) standard according to a terrestrial DMB
scheme, the audio processing unit may decode the audio
signal using an MPEG 4 decoder. When the demulti-
plexed audio signal is an audio signal coded based on
the MPEG-2 Advanced Audio Codec (AAC) standard ac-
cording to the satellite DMB or DVB-H scheme, the audio
processing unit may decode the audio signal using an
AAC decoder. When the demultiplexed audio signal is
an audio signal coded based on the Dolby AC-3 standard,
the audio processing unit may decode the audio signal
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using an AC-3 decoder.
[0121] The audio processing unit (not shown) in the
controller 170 may perform base and treble adjustment
(equalization), volume adjustment, or the like.
[0122] The data processing unit (not shown) in the con-
troller 170 may perform data processing upon the demul-
tiplexed data signal. For example, if the demultiplexed
data signal is a coded data signal, the data processing
unit may decode the coded data signal. The coded data
signal may be EPG information including broadcast in-
formation such as a start time and an end time of a broad-
cast program broadcast through each channel. For ex-
ample, the EPG information may include ATSC-Program
and System Information Protocol (ATSC-PSIP) informa-
tion in the ATSC system and include DVB-Service Infor-
mation (DVB-SI) in the DVB system. The ATSC-PSIP
information and the DVB-SI may be included in a (4-byte)
header of the above-described TS, that is, the MPEG-2
TS.
[0123] Although, in the example of FIG. 3, the signals
from the OSD generator 340 and the image processing
unit 320 are mixed by the mixer 345 and are then sub-
jected to 3D processing by the formatter 360, the present
invention is not limited to the example of FIG. 3 and the
mixer 345 may be located downstream of the formatter
360. That is, the formatter 360 may perform 3D process-
ing upon the output of the image processing unit 320 to
generate a 3D signal and the OSD generator 340 may
generate an OSD signal and perform 3D processing upon
the OSD signal to generate a 3D signal, and the mixer
345 may then mix the 3D signals.
[0124] The controller 170 shown in the block diagram
of FIG. 3 is an embodiment of the present invention.
Some of the components of the controller 170 may be
combined or omitted or other components may be added
thereto according to the type of the controller 170 that is
actually implemented.
[0125] In particular, the frame rate converter 350 and
the formatter 360 may be individually provided outside
the controller 170.
[0126] FIG. 6 illustrates various scaling schemes of a
3D image signal according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0127] As shown in FIG. 6, the controller 170 may per-
form 3D effects signal processing for increasing 3D ef-
fects on the 3D image signal. Specifically, the controller
170 may perform signal processing for adjusting the size
or slope of a 3D object in the 3D image.
[0128] The controller 170 may wholly enlarge or reduce
a 3D image signal or a 3D object 510 in the 3D image
signal at a specific ratio as shown in FIG. 6(a), where the
reduced 3D object is denoted by "512". In addition, the
controller 170 may partially enlarge or reduce the 3D ob-
ject 510 into trapezoidal forms 514 and 516 as shown in
FIGS. 6(b) and 6(c). The controller 170 may also rotate
at least part of the 3D object 510 into a parallelogram
form 518 as shown in FIGS. 6(d). The stereoscopic effect
(i.e., 3D effect) of the 3D image or the 3D object in the

3D image can be more emphasized through such scaling
(i.e., size adjustment) or slope adjustment.
[0129] The difference between both parallel sides of
the parallelogram form 514 or 516 increases as shown
in FIG. 6(b) or 6(c) or the rotation angle increases as
shown in FIG. 6(d) as the slope increases.
[0130] The size adjustment or slope adjustment may
be performed after the formatter 360 arranges the 3D
image signal in a specific format. The size adjustment or
slope adjustment may be performed by the scaler 335 in
the image processing unit 320. The OSD generator 340
may generate an OSD object in any of the forms illus-
trated in FIG. 6 to emphasize 3D effects.
[0131] Although not illustrated, signal processing such
as brightness, tint, or color adjustment, in addition to size
or slope adjustment illustrated in FIG. 6, may be per-
formed on an image signal or object to increase 3D ef-
fects. For example, signal processing may be performed
for making a near portion clear and making a distant por-
tion unclear. Such 3D effects signal processing may be
performed in the controller 170 or in a separate 3D proc-
essor. When the 3D effects signal processing is per-
formed in the controller 170, the 3D effects signal
processing may be performed, together with size or slope
adjustment, in the formatter 360 or may be performed in
the image processing unit 320.
[0132] FIG. 7 illustrates image formation by a left-eye
image and a right-eye image, and FIG. 8 illustrates the
depth of a 3D image according to the distance between
a left-eye image and a right-eye image.
[0133] A plurality of images or a plurality of objects 615,
625, 635 and 645 is illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0134] First, the first object 615 includes a first left-eye
image 611 (L) based on a first left-eye image signal and
a first right-eye image 613 (R) based on a first right-eye
image signal. A distance between the first right-eye im-
age 613 and the first left-eye image 611 on the display
180 is d1 as illustrated. Here, the user perceives that an
image is formed at an intersection of a line connecting
the left eye 601 and the first left-eye image 611 and a
line connecting the right eye 603 and the first right-eye
image 613. Accordingly, the user perceives that the first
object 615 is located behind the display unit 180.
[0135] Next, the second object 625 includes a second
left-eye image 621 (L) and a second right-eye image 623
(R). Since the second left-eye image 621 and the second
right-eye image 623 are displayed so as to overlap each
other on the display unit 180, a distance between the
second left-eye image 621 and the second right-eye im-
age 623 is 0 as illustrated. Accordingly, the user per-
ceives that the second object 625 is located on the display
180.
[0136] Next, the third object 635 includes a third left-
eye image 631 (L) and a third right-eye image 633 (R),
and the fourth object 645 includes a fourth left-eye image
641 (L) and a fourth right-eye image 643 (R). The dis-
tance between the third left-eye image 631 and the third
right-eye image 633 is d3 and the distance between the
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fourth left-eye image 641 and the fourth right-eye image
643 is d4 as illustrated.
[0137] According to the above-described method, the
user perceives that the third objects 635 and the fourth
object 645 are located at image formation locations and
thus are located in front of the display 180 as shown in
FIG. 7.
[0138] Here, the user perceives that the fourth object
645 is located in front of the third object 635, i.e., pro-
trudes from the third object 635, since the distance d4
between the fourth left-eye image 641 (L) and the fourth
right-eye image 643 (R) is greater than the distance d3
between the third left-eye image 631 (L) and the third
right-eye image 633 (R).
[0139] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
distance between the display 180 and each of the objects
615, 625, 635 and 645, which is perceived by the user,
is expressed by a "depth". The depth of the object that
appears to the user to be located behind the display 180
has a negative value (-) and the depth of the object that
appears to the user to be located in front of the display
180 has a positive value (+). That is, the depth increases
as the degree of protrusion of the object from the display
toward the user increases.
[0140] From FIG. 8, it can be seen that, when the dis-
tance a between a left-eye image 701 and a right-eye
image 702 shown in FIG. 8(a) is less than the distance
b between a left-eye image 701 and a right-eye image
702 shown in FIG. 8(b), the depth a’ of the 3D object of
FIG. 8 (a) is less than the depth b’ of the 3D object of
FIG. 8(b).
[0141] When the 3D image includes a left-eye image
and a right-eye image, a position at which the image is
formed as perceived by the user changes according to
the distance between the left-eye image and the right-
eye image. Accordingly, by adjusting the displayed dis-
tance between the left-eye image and the right-eye im-
age, it is possible to adjust the depth of the 3D image or
the 3D object including the left-eye image and the right-
eye image.
[0142] FIG. 9 illustrates a 3D viewing device and an
image display device according to an embodiment of the
present invention and FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the
3D viewing device and the image display device of FIG. 9.
[0143] As shown in FIGS. 9 and 10, the 3D viewing
device 195 according to the embodiment of the present
invention may include a power supply unit 910, a switch
918, a controller 920, a wireless communication unit 930,
a left glass 940, and a right glass 960.
[0144] The power supply unit 910 supplies power to
the left glass 940 and the right glass 960. As described
above with reference to FIGS. 4 to 6, a drive voltage VthL
is applied to the left glass 940 and a drive voltage VthR
is applied to the right glass 960. Liquid crystal alignment
in the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 may be
changed according to the applied drive voltages VthL
and VthR and light transmittance of the left glass 940 and
the right glass 960 may be changed accordingly. Thus,

each of the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 may be
opened according to the applied drive voltage.
[0145] The levels of the drive voltages VthL and VthR
may be different. Particularly, when the 3D viewing de-
vice 195 is of a type which changes the polarization di-
rections of the left glass 940 and the right glass 960, the
polarization directions of the left and right glasses 940
and 960 may be changed according to the drive voltages
VthL and VthR.
[0146] The power supply unit 910 may supply opera-
tion power to the controller 920 and the wireless commu-
nication unit 930 in the 3D viewing device 195.
[0147] The switch 918 is used to turn the 3D viewing
device 195 on or off. Specifically, the switch 918 is used
to turn power to the 3D viewing device 195 on or off. That
is, when the switch 918 is turned on, the power supply
unit 910 is activated to supply power to the controller 920,
the wireless communication unit 930, the left glass 940,
and the right glass 960.
[0148] The controller 920 may control the left glass 940
and the right glass 960 in the 3D viewing device 195 to
be opened or closed in synchronization with a left-eye
image frame and a right-eye image frame displayed on
the display 180 of the image display device 100. Here,
the controller 920 may open or close the left glass 940
and the right glass 960 in synchronization with a synchro-
nization signal Vsync received from the wireless commu-
nication unit 198 in the image display device 100.
[0149] In the case where a 2D image is displayed on
the image display device 100, the controller 920 may
control the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 to be
simultaneously opened or closed in synchronization with
the synchronization signal Vsync. In the case where a
3D image is displayed on the image display device 100,
the controller 920 may control the left glass 940 and the
right glass 960 to be alternately opened or closed ac-
cording to the synchronization signal Vsync.
[0150] The controller 920 may control the operation of
the power supply unit 910 and the wireless communica-
tion unit 930. When the switch 918 is turned on, the con-
troller 920 may control the power supply unit 910 to be
activated to supply power to each component.
[0151] The controller 920 may control the wireless
communication unit 930 to transmit a pairing signal to
the image display device 100 to perform pairing with the
image display device 100. The controller 920 may also
receive a pairing signal from the image display device
100.
[0152] The wireless communication unit 930 may
transmit or receive data to or from the wireless commu-
nication unit 198 of the image display device 100 using
an Infrared (IR) scheme or a Radio Frequency (RF)
scheme. Specifically, the wireless communication unit
930 may receive a synchronization signal Vsync for
opening or closing the left glass 940 and the right glass
960 from the wireless communication unit 198 of the im-
age display device 100. Opening and closing operations
of the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 are controlled
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according to the synchronization signal Vsync.
[0153] The wireless communication unit 930 may
transmit or receive a pairing signal to or from the image
display device 100. The wireless communication unit 930
may also receive a synchronization signal Vsync from
the image display device 100. The wireless communica-
tion unit 930 may also transmit a signal indicating whether
or not the 3D viewing device 195 is being used to the
image display device 100.
[0154] The left glass 940 and the right glass 960 may
be active-type left and right glasses that are opened ac-
cording to an applied electrical signal (voltage or current).
[0155] For example, the left glass 940 and the right
glass 960 may be opened according to a synchronization
signal Vsync from the image display device 100. The 3D
viewing device 195 may be shutter glasses as described
above.
[0156] The polarization directions of the left glass 940
and the right glass 960 may also be changed according
to an applied voltage.
[0157] The image display device 100 may include the
wireless communication unit 198, the controller 170, and
the display 180 as described above. The following de-
scription will focus on the operation of the 3D viewing
device 195.
[0158] When a 3D viewing device 195 is detected, the
wireless communication unit 198 in the image display
device 100 may transmit a pairing signal to the 3D viewing
device 195 for pairing with the 3D viewing device 195.
The wireless communication unit 198 may also receive
a response signal from the 3D viewing device 195.
[0159] The wireless communication unit 198 in the im-
age display device 100 may transmit a synchronization
signal Vsync to the 3D viewing device 195. The wireless
communication unit 198 may also transmit a signal indi-
cating whether a 2D or 3D image is displayed. This allows
the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing
device 195 to be simultaneously opened or closed or to
be alternately opened or closed.
[0160] When a plurality of 3D viewing devices is
present, the wireless communication unit 198 in the im-
age display device 100 may transmit respective synchro-
nization signals to each of the 3D viewing devices. The
wireless communication unit 198 may also transmit audio
signals for audio output to the 3D viewing devices.
[0161] Wireless communication between the image
display device 100 and the 3D viewing device 195 may
be performed using various communication schemes
such as IR, RF, and Bluetooth schemes.
[0162] FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating a method for
operating a 3D viewing device according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention and FIGS. 12 to 18 illustrate
various examples of the method for operating a 3D view-
ing device.
[0163] Referring to FIG. 11, first, the 3D viewing device
195 performs pairing with the image display device 100
(S1105). The 3D viewing device 195 then receives a syn-
chronization signal from the image display device 100

(S1110).
[0164] For example, the 3D viewing device 195 may
perform pairing with the image display device 100 when
the 3D viewing device 195 is turned on through operation
of the switch 918 as shown in FIGS. 9 and 10. Alterna-
tively, the 3D viewing device 195 may perform pairing
with the image display device 100 when the image display
device 100 displays a 3D image or will soon display a 3D
image.
[0165] The 3D viewing device 195 may receive a pair-
ing signal for performing pairing from the image display
device 100. Upon receiving the pairing signal, the 3D
viewing device 195 may transmit a response signal to
the image display device 100. Here, the controller 920
may control the 3D viewing device 195 to transmit the
response signal.
[0166] On the other hand, the 3D viewing device 195
may transmit a pairing signal to the image display device
100. Here, the controller 920 may control the 3D viewing
device 195 to transmit the pairing signal.
[0167] When pairing is completed, the image display
device 100 may transmit a synchronization signal Vsync.
The synchronization signal Vsync may be used to open
and close the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of
the 3D viewing device 195.
[0168] The synchronization signal Vsync may be gen-
erated by the formatter 360 in the controller 170 as de-
scribed above with reference to FIG. 3. The generated
synchronization signal Vsync is transmitted to the 3D
viewing device 195 through the wireless communication
unit 198 as shown in FIG. 10.
[0169] FIG. 12 illustrates that a synchronization signal
Vsync is transmitted from the image display device to the
3D viewing device. Specifically, FIG. 12 illustrates that
one synchronization signal Vsync is transmitted per
frame. That is, when one pair of a left-eye image and a
right-eye image is considered one frame, the synchroni-
zation signal Vsync may be synchronized with one of the
left and right images.
[0170] FIG. 13A illustrates that the synchronization sig-
nal Vsync is synchronized with a left-eye image 1310
including an object 1315 from among the left-eye image
including the object 1315 and a right-eye image 1320
including an object 1325.
[0171] Accordingly, during a first period T1, the left-eye
image 1310 is displayed on the display 180 and the left
glass 940 of the 3D viewing device 195 is opened. Then,
during a second period T2, the right-eye image 1320 is
displayed on the display 180 and the right glass 960 of
the 3D viewing device 195 is opened.
[0172] This allows a user wearing the 3D viewing de-
vice 195 to view a 3D image 1330 as shown in FIG. 13B.
Specifically, a 3D object 1335 may appear to protrude
from the display 180 by a depth d.
[0173] Although the synchronization signal Vsync is
synchronized with one of the left-eye and right-eye im-
ages in the example illustrated in FIGS. 12 and 13, the
synchronization signal Vsync may also be synchronized
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with each of the left-eye and right-eye images.
[0174] Then, the number of received synchronization
signals is counted (S1115). When the counted number
is equal to or greater than a predetermined value, a nor-
mal operation signal is transmitted to the image display
device 100 (S1120). Then, the left and right glasses are
alternately opened according to the synchronization sig-
nals (S1125).
[0175] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
counts the number of received synchronization signals
Vsync per frame (for example, every 1/60th of a second)
through the wireless communication unit 930. Specially,
the controller 920 may count rising edges of synchroni-
zation signals Vsync.
[0176] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
determines that synchronization signal reception is sta-
ble when the number of consecutively received synchro-
nization signals Vsync is greater than a predetermined
value. Accordingly, the controller 920 may transmit a nor-
mal operation signal to the image display device 100.
The controller 920 may selectively perform such normal
operation signal transmission.
[0177] Alternatively, the controller 920 in the 3D view-
ing device 195 may determine a synchronization signal
period at intervals of which synchronization signals
Vsync are received. The controller 920 may determine
that synchronization signal reception is stable when the
synchronization signal period is within a predetermined
range (for example, a range between 16ms (i.e., 1/60th
of a second) and 21ms).
[0178] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
alternately opens the left glass 940 and the right glass
960 based on received synchronization signals Vsync.
This operation has already been explained with reference
to FIG. 13A. Accordingly, a user wearing the 3D viewing
device 195 can view a 3D image as shown in FIG. 13B.
[0179] The controller 920 then determines whether or
not the synchronization signal period has changed. Upon
determining that the synchronization signal period has
changed, the controller 920 simultaneously opens the
left and right glasses in the display period of a left-eye
image or a right-eye image included in a 3D image dis-
played on the image display device 100 (S1135). The
controller 920 then transmits an abnormal operation sig-
nal to the image display device 100 (S1140).
[0180] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
determines whether or not the synchronization signal pe-
riod has changed while counting the number of received
synchronization signals per frame (for example, every
1/60th of a second) through the wireless communication
unit 930.
[0181] For example, the 3D viewing device 195 may
fail to receive a synchronization signal Vsync for a pre-
determined time period when another user moves be-
tween the user wearing the 3D viewing device 195 and
the image display device 100. While counting the number
of received synchronization signals, the controller 920 in
the 3D viewing device 195 may determine that the syn-

chronization signal period has changed when no syn-
chronization signal is received for a predetermined peri-
od.
[0182] That is, the synchronization signal period may
be, for example, 1/60th of a second during a normal op-
eration and the synchronization signal period may be
changed to 1/30th of a second or 1/15 of a second during
an abnormal operation. That is, the synchronization sig-
nal period may increase during an abnormal operation.
[0183] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
may determine that the synchronization signal period has
changed when the synchronization signal period is out
of a predetermined range (for example, a range between
16ms (i.e., 1/60th of a second) and 21ms).
[0184] FIG. 14 illustrates that no synchronization sig-
nal Vsync is transmitted from the image display device
100 to the 3D viewing device 195 as described above.
[0185] FIG. 15A illustrates that a left-eye image 1310
including an object 1315 and a right-eye image 1320 in-
cluding an object 1325 are displayed on the display for
different times.
[0186] Here, as shown in FIG. 14, when the 3D viewing
device 195 does not receive a synchronization signal
Vsync, both the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of
the 3D viewing device 195 may be opened during a third
period T3 in which both the left-eye image 1310 and the
right-eye image 1320 are displayed.
[0187] Accordingly, the user wearing the 3D viewing
device 195 sees the 3D object 1345 as a double image
when viewing a 3D image 1340 as shown in FIG. 15B.
Thus, the user cannot reliably (or correctly) view the 3D
object.
[0188] FIG. 16 illustrates that a left-eye image 1310
including an object 1315 and a right-eye image 1320 in-
cluding an object 1325 are displayed on the display for
different times, similar to FIG. 15A.
[0189] However, in the example illustrated in FIG. 16,
the left glass 940 of the 3D viewing device 195 is opened
during a fourth period T4 and the right glass 960 of the
3D viewing device 195 is opened during a fifth period T5
even though a synchronization signal Vsync is not input
to the 3D viewing device 195. That is, when the right-eye
image 1320 is displayed, the left glass 940 of the 3D
viewing device 195 is opened during the period T’4.
[0190] Accordingly, the user wearing the 3D viewing
device 195 views a 3D object 1345 as a double image
when viewing a 3D image 1340 during the fourth period
T’4 as shown in FIG. 15B. Accordingly, the user cannot
reliably (or correctly) view the 3D image.
[0191] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
left and right glasses are simultaneously opened in the
display period of a left-eye image or a right-eye image
included in a 3D image displayed on the image display
device as an exemplary method for preventing the user
from seeing a double image when viewing a 3D image.
[0192] That is, the left and right glasses of the 3D view-
ing device 195 are simultaneously opened in synchroni-
zation with one of a left-eye image or a right-eye image
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of a 3D image.
[0193] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
may internally generate a synchronization signal when
the period of the received synchronization signals Vsync
has changed or when no synchronization signal Vsync
is received as described above.
[0194] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
may control the left and right glasses of the 3D viewing
device 195 to be simultaneously opened in synchroniza-
tion with one of a left-eye image or a right-eye image of
a 3D image based on the generated synchronization sig-
nal. This prevents the user from seeing a double image
and thus to reliably view the 3D image.
[0195] FIGS. 17 and 18 illustrate examples in which
the left and right glasses are simultaneously opened in
the display period of a left-eye image or a right-eye image
included in a 3D image displayed on the image display
device as an exemplary method for preventing the user
from seeing a double image when viewing a 3D image.
[0196] First, in the example of FIG. 17, the left glass
940 and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing device 195
are simultaneously opened in a display period T6 of a
left-eye image 1310 included in a 3D image. Then, both
the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing
device 195 are closed in a display period of a right-eye
image 1320 included in the 3D image. Accordingly, the
user wearing the 3D viewing device 195 sees only the
left-eye image 1310, thereby reliably viewing the corre-
sponding 2D image.
[0197] Next, in the example of FIG. 18, the left glass
940 and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing device 195
are simultaneously opened in a display period T7 of a
right-eye image 1320 included in a 3D image. Then, both
the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing
device 195 are closed in a display period of a left-eye
image 1310 included in the 3D image. Accordingly, the
user wearing the 3D viewing device 195 sees only the
right-eye image 1320, thereby reliably viewing the cor-
responding 2D image.
[0198] In the examples of FIGS. 17 and 18, the simul-
taneous opening period of the left and right glasses of
the 3D viewing device 195 is the same as the alternate
opening period of the left or right glass of the 3D viewing
device 195 in FIG. 13A. However, the present invention
is not limited to these examples.
[0199] In another example, the simultaneous opening
period of the 3D viewing device 195 in FIGS. 17 and 18
is preferably shorter than the alternate opening period of
the left or right glass of the 3D viewing device 195 in FIG.
13A.
[0200] This example takes into consideration the diffi-
culty in synchronizing the period T6 of FIG. 17 or the
period T7 of FIG. 18 with the display period of the left-
eye image or the display period of the right-eye image.
Thus, the left and right glasses can reliably be simulta-
neously opened in the display period of the left-eye image
or the right-eye image included in the 3D image.
[0201] On the other hand, the controller 920 in the 3D

viewing device 195 may control the 3D viewing device
195 to transmit an abnormal operation signal to the image
display device 100 when the synchronization signal pe-
riod has changed. This allows the image display device
100 to switch from 3D image display to 2D image display.
This procedure will be described later with reference to
FIG. 21.
[0202] FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating a method for
operating a 3D viewing device according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention and FIG. 20 illustrates var-
ious examples of the method for operating a 3D viewing
device shown in FIG. 19.
[0203] The method for operating a 3D viewing device
of FIG. 19 is similar to the method for operating a 3D
viewing device of FIG. 11. Thus, the following description
will focus on the differences between the methods of
FIGS. 19 and 11.
[0204] Referring to FIG. 19, steps S1905 to S1925 cor-
respond to steps S1105 to S1125 of FIG. 11.
[0205] However, unlike the method of FIG. 11, a first
synchronization signal Vsync1 is received from the image
display device 100 in step S1910.
[0206] In addition, unlike the method of FIG. 11, the
period of the first synchronization signal Vsync1 is de-
tected based on received first synchronization signals
Vsync1 (S1918).
[0207] In step S1918, the controller 920 in the 3D view-
ing device 195 may detect the period of the first synchro-
nization signal Vsync1 based on the received first syn-
chronization signal Vsync1.
[0208] For example, the period of the first synchroni-
zation signal Vsync1 may be 1/60th of a second when
the first synchronization signal Vsync1 is synchronized
with one of a left-eye image and a right-eye image in a
3D image.
[0209] In the meantime, the controller 920 determines
whether or not the period of the first synchronization sig-
nal has changed (S1930). Upon determining that the pe-
riod of the first synchronization signal has changed, the
controller 920 generates a second synchronization signal
corresponding to the period prior to the change of the
period (S1932). The controller 920 alternately opens the
left and right glasses according to the second synchro-
nization signal (S1935). The controller 920 then transmits
an abnormal operation signal to the image display device
(S1940).
[0210] Upon determining that the period of the received
first synchronization signal Vsync1 has changed, the
controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195 may generate
a second synchronization signal Vsync2 based on first
synchronization signals Vsync1 received before the pe-
riod has changed.
[0211] For example, the period of the generated sec-
ond synchronization signal Vsync2 may be 1/60th of a
second when the period of first synchronization signals
Vsync1 received before the period has changed is 1/60th
of a second.
[0212] The controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
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may control the left glass 940 and the right glass 960 of
the 3D viewing device 195 to be alternately opened based
on the generated second synchronization signal Vsync2.
[0213] FIG. 20 illustrates that a left-eye image 1310
including an object 1315 and a right-eye image 1320 in-
cluding an object 1325 are displayed on the display for
different times.
[0214] Upon determining that the 3D viewing device
195 has not received a first synchronization signal
Vsync1, the controller 920 in the 3D viewing device 195
generates a second synchronization signal Vsync2.
[0215] Accordingly, the left glass 940 of the 3D viewing
device 195 is opened during a first period Ta in which
the left-eye image 1310 is displayed on the display 180
and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing device 195 is
opened during a second period Tb in which the right-eye
image 1320 is displayed on the display 180.
[0216] This allows a user wearing the 3D viewing de-
vice 195 to view a 3D image 1330 as shown in FIG. 13B.
Specifically, a 3D object 1335 may appear to protrude
from the display 180 by a depth d.
[0217] On the other hand, the controller 920 in the 3D
viewing device 195 may control the 3D viewing device
195 to transmit an abnormal operation signal to the image
display device 100 when the synchronization signal pe-
riod has changed. This allows the image display device
100 to switch from 3D image display to 2D image display.
This procedure will be described later with reference to
FIG. 21.
[0218] FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating a method for
operating an image display device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention and FIG. 22 illustrates
various examples of the method for operating an image
display device shown in FIG. 21.
[0219] Referring to FIG. 21, first, the image display de-
vice 100 performs pairing with the 3D viewing device 195
(S2105). The image display device 100 then transmits a
synchronization signal to the 3D viewing device 195
(S2110).
[0220] For example, the image display device 100 may
perform pairing with the 3D viewing device 195 when the
3D viewing device 195 is turned on through operation of
the switch 918 as described above. Alternatively, the im-
age display device 100 may perform pairing with the 3D
viewing device 195 when the image display device 100
displays a 3D image or will soon display a 3D image.
[0221] The image display device 100 may transmit a
pairing signal to the 3D viewing device 195 to perform
pairing with the 3D viewing device 195 and the 3D viewing
device 195 may transmit a response signal to the image
display device 100.
[0222] When pairing is completed, the image display
device 100 may transmit a synchronization signal Vsync
to the 3D viewing device 195. The synchronization signal
Vsync may be used to open and close the left glass 940
and the right glass 960 of the 3D viewing device 195.
[0223] The image display device 100 then determines
whether or not a normal operation signal has been re-

ceived from the 3D viewing device 195 (S2115). Upon
determining that a normal operation signal has been re-
ceived from the 3D viewing device 195, the image display
device 100 displays a 3D image on the display (S2120).
[0224] The controller 170 in the image display device
100 may determine whether or not a normal operation
signal has been received from the 3D viewing device
195. For example, as described above in step S1120 of
FIG. 11, when the 3D viewing device 195 has transmitted
a normal operation signal, the controller 170 may deter-
mine that the 3D viewing device 195 is in normal opera-
tion based on the normal operation signal.
[0225] Accordingly, the controller 170 controls the dis-
play 180 to display an input or stored 3D image.
[0226] FIG. 22A illustrates that a left-eye image 1310
including an object 1315 and a right-eye image 1320 in-
cluding an object 1325 are sequentially displayed in re-
sponse to reception of a normal operation signal. This
allows the viewer wearing the 3D viewing device 195 to
view a 3D image as shown in FIG. 13B.
[0227] The image display device 100 determines
whether or not an abnormal operation signal has been
received from the 3D viewing device 195 (S2125). Upon
determining that an abnormal operation signal has been
received from the 3D viewing device 195, the image dis-
play device 100 switches the 3D image to a 2D image
and displays the 2D image on the display (S2130).
[0228] The controller 170 in the image display device
100 may determine whether or not an abnormal operation
signal has been received from the 3D viewing device
195. For example, as described above in step S1140 of
FIG. 11 or in step S1940 of FIG. 19, when the 3D viewing
device 195 has transmitted an abnormal operation signal,
the controller 170 may determine that the 3D viewing
device 195 is in abnormal operation based on the abnor-
mal operation signal.
[0229] Accordingly, the controller 170 switches the 3D
image displayed on the display 180 to a 2D image and
displays the 2D image on the display.
[0230] FIG. 22B illustrates that the left-eye image 1310
including the object 1315 continues to be displayed since
an abnormal operation signal has been received. This
allows the viewer wearing the 3D viewing device 195 to
reliably view a 2D image corresponding to the left-eye
image 1310.
[0231] FIG. 22C illustrates that the right-eye image
1320 including the object 1325 continues to be displayed
since an abnormal operation signal has been received.
This allows the viewer wearing the 3D viewing device
195 to reliably (or correctly) view a 2D image correspond-
ing to the right-eye image 1320.
[0232] As is apparent from the above description, the
image display device, the 3D viewing device, and the
method for operating the same according to the present
invention have a variety of advantages.
[0233] For example, when a period of synchronization
signals received from the image display device has
changed, such change is detected and the left glass and
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the right glass of the 3D viewing device are simultane-
ously opened in a left-eye image display period or a right-
eye image display period of a 3D image. This allows a
user to reliably (or correctly) view a 3D image using the
3D viewing device even during in the event of an abnor-
mal operation.
[0234] Here, an opening period of the left glass and
the right glass in which the left glass and the right glass
are simultaneously opened may be set to be shorter than
an opening period of the left glass and the right glass in
which the left glass and the right glass are alternately
opened. This allows the user to view only one of the left-
eye and right-eye images, thereby preventing viewing of
a double image.
[0235] On the other hand, when a period of first syn-
chronization signals received from the image display de-
vice has changed, such change is detected, a second
synchronization signal corresponding to a period prior to
the change of the period of the first synchronization signal
is generated, and the left glass and the right glass are
alternately opened according to the second synchroni-
zation signal. This allows a user to reliably view a 3D
image using the 3D viewing device even during in the
event of an abnormal operation.
[0236] When a normal operation signal is received
from the 3D viewing device, the image display device
displays a 3D image, and, when an abnormal operation
signal is received from the 3D viewing device, the image
display device changes the 3D image to a 2D image and
displays the 3D image, thereby allowing the user to reli-
ably view the image.
[0237] The image display device and the method for
operating the same according to the present invention
are not limited in application to the configurations and
methods of the embodiments described above and all or
some of the embodiments may be selectively combined
to implement various modifications.
[0238] The method for operating an image display de-
vice according to the present invention can be embodied
as processor readable code on a processor readable me-
dium provided in the mobile terminal. The processor
readable medium includes any type of storage device
that stores data which can be read by a processor. Ex-
amples of the processor readable medium include Read-
Only Memory (ROM), Random-Access Memory (RAM),
CD-ROMs, magnetic tape, floppy disks, optical data stor-
age devices, and so on. The processor readable medium
can also be embodied in the form of carrier waves such
as signals transmitted over the Internet. The processor
readable medium can also be distributed over a network
of coupled processor systems so that the processor read-
able code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion.
[0239] Although the present invention has been illus-
trated and described above with reference to the specific
embodiments, the present invention is not limited to the
specific embodiments and it will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that various modifications can be made
to the embodiments without departing from the scope of

the present invention as disclosed in the accompanying
claims and such modifications should not be construed
as departing from the spirit or scope of the present in-
vention.

Claims

1. A method for operating a 3D viewing device (195),
the method comprising:

receiving a synchronization signal from an im-
age display device (100);
alternately opening a left glass (940) and a right
glass (960) according to the synchronization sig-
nal while a 3D image (1330) is displayed on the
image display device (100); and
simultaneously opening the left glass (940) and
the right glass (960) in a left-eye image display
period or a right-eye image display period of the
3D image (1330) displayed on the image display
device (100) if it is determined that a period of
the synchronization signal has changed.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein an open-
ing period of the left glass (940) and the right glass
(960) at the simultaneously opening step is shorter
than an opening period of the left glass (940) and
the right glass (960) at the alternately opening step.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
the steps of:

counting the number of received synchroniza-
tion signals; and
transmitting a normal operation signal to the im-
age display device (100) when the counted
number is equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined value.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
transmitting an abnormal operation signal to the im-
age display device (100) when the period of the syn-
chronization signal has changed.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
the step of generating, when a period of the synchro-
nization signal has changed, a second synchroniza-
tion signal corresponding to a period prior to the
change of the period of the synchronization signal.

6. The method according to claim 5, further comprising
detecting a period of the received synchronization
signal,
wherein whether or not the period of the synchroni-
zation signal has changed is determined based on
the detected period.
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7. The method according to claim 5, further comprising
the steps of:

counting the number of received synchroniza-
tion signals; and
transmitting a normal operation signal to the im-
age display device (100) when the counted
number is equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined value.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the simul-
taneously opening step further includes simultane-
ously closing the left glass (940) and the right glass
(960) in the other of the left-eye image display period
and the right-eye image display period when the pe-
riod of the synchronization signal has changed.

9. A 3D viewing device comprising:

a left glass (940) and a right glass (960);
a wireless communication unit (930) to transmit
or receive data to or from an image display de-
vice (100); and
a controller (920) to perform a control operation
for alternately opening the left glass (940) and
the right glass (960) according to a synchroni-
zation signal received from the image display
device (100) through the wireless communica-
tion unit (930) while a 3D image is displayed on
the image display device (100),
the controller (920) being configured for deter-
mining whether or not a period of the synchro-
nization signal has changed and for simultane-
ously opening the left glass (940) and the right
glass (960) in a left-eye image display period or
a right-eye image display period of the 3D image
displayed on the image display device if it is de-
termined that the period of the synchronization
signal has changed.

10. The 3D viewing device according to claim 9, wherein
the controller (920) is configured to perform setting
such that an opening period of the left glass (940)
and the right glass (960) in which the left glass (940)
and the right glass (960) are simultaneously opened
is shorter than an opening period of the left glass
(940) and the right glass (960) in which the left glass
(940) and the right glass (960) are alternately
opened.

11. The 3D viewing device according to claim 9, wherein
the controller (920) performs a control operation for
counting the number of received synchronization
signals and transmitting a normal operation signal
to the image display device (100) when the counted
number is equal to or greater than a predetermined
value.

12. The 3D viewing device according to claim 9, wherein
the controller (920) is configured to perform a control
operation for transmitting an abnormal operation sig-
nal to the image display device (100) when the period
of the synchronization signal has changed.

13. The 3D viewing device according to claim 9, wherein
the controller is configured to perform generating,
when a period of the synchronization signal has
changed, a second synchronization signal corre-
sponding to a period prior to the change of the period
of the synchronization signal.

14. The 3D viewing device according to claim 13, where-
in the controller (920) is configured to detect a period
of the received synchronization signal and deter-
mines whether or not the period of the synchroniza-
tion signal has changed based on the detected pe-
riod.

15. The 3D viewing device according to claim 9, wherein
the controller (920) is configured to perform a control
operation for further simultaneously closing the left
glass (940) and the right glass (960) in the other of
the left-eye image display period and the right-eye
image display period when the period of the synchro-
nization signal has changed.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines 3D-Betrachtungsge-
räts (195), wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Empfangen eines Synchronisationssignals von
einer Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100),
abwechselndes Öffnen eines linken Glases
(940) und eines rechten Glases (960) nach
Maßgabe des Synchronisationssignals, wäh-
rend ein 3D-Bild (1330) auf der Bildanzeigevor-
richtung (100) angezeigt wird, und
gleichzeitiges Öffnen des linken Glases (940)
und des rechten Glases (960) in einer Bildan-
zeigeperiode für das linke Auge oder einer Bil-
danzeigeperiode für das rechte Auge des auf
der Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100) angezeigten
3D-Bilds (1330), falls festgestellt wird, dass eine
Periode des Synchronisationssignals sich ge-
ändert hat.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Öffnungs-
periode des linken Glases (940) und des rechten
Glases (960) in dem Schritt des gleichzeitigen Öff-
nens kürzer ist als eine Öffnungsperiode des linken
Glases (940) und des rechten Glases (960) in dem
Schritt des abwechselnden Öffnens.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend die
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Schritte:

Zählen der Anzahl empfangener Synchronisati-
onssignale und
Übermitteln eines Normalbetriebssignals an die
Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100), wenn die gezähl-
te Anzahl gleich oder größer ist als ein vorbe-
stimmter Wert.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend das
Übermitteln eines Signals für einen abnormalen Be-
trieb an die Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100), wenn die
Periode des Synchronisationssignals sich geändert
hat.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend den
Schritt des Erzeugens - wenn sich eine Periode des
Synchronisationssignals geändert hat - eines zwei-
ten Synchronisationssignals in Entsprechung zu ei-
ner Periode vor der Änderung der Periode des Syn-
chronisationssignals.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, ferner umfassend das
Detektieren einer Periode des empfangenen Syn-
chronisationssignals, wobei auf Basis der detektier-
ten Periode festgestellt wird, ob sich die Periode des
Synchronisationssignals geändert hat oder nicht.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, ferner umfassend die
Schritte:

Zählen der Anzahl empfangener Synchronisati-
onssignale und
Übermitteln eines Normalbetriebssignals an die
Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100), wenn die gezähl-
te Anzahl gleich oder größer ist als ein vorbe-
stimmter Wert.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des
gleichzeitigen Öffnens ferner ein gleichzeitiges
Schließen des linken Glases (940) und des rechten
Glases (960) in der anderen der Bildanzeigeperiode
für das linke Auge und der Bildanzeigeperiode für
das rechte Auge umfasst, wenn die Periode des Syn-
chronisationssignals sich geändert hat.

9. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät, umfassend:

ein linkes Glas (940) und ein rechtes Glas (960),
eine drahtlose Kommunikationseinheit (930),
um Daten an eine Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100)
zu übertragen oder von dieser zu empfangen,
und
einen Controller (920), um eine Steueroperation
für ein abwechselndes Öffnen des linken Glases
(940) und des rechten Glases (960) nach
Maßgabe eines von der Bildanzeigevorrichtung
(100) über die drahtlose Kommunikationsein-

heit (930) empfangenen Synchronisationssig-
nals durchzuführen, während ein 3D-Bild auf der
Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100) angezeigt wird,
wobei der Controller (920) dazu eingerichtet ist,
festzustellen, ob sich eine Periode des Synchro-
nisationssignals geändert hat oder nicht, und
das linke Glas (940) und das rechte Glas (960)
in einer Bildanzeigeperiode für das linke Auge
oder einer Bildanzeigeperiode für das rechte
Auge des auf der Bildanzeigevorrichtung ange-
zeigten 3D-Bilds gleichzeitig zu öffnen, falls fest-
gestellt wird, dass sich die Periode des Synchro-
nisationssignals geändert hat.

10. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der
Controller (920) dazu eingerichtet ist, eine solche
Einstellung durchzuführen, dass eine Öffnungsperi-
ode des linken Glases (940) und des rechten Glases
(960), in welcher das linke Glas (940) und das rechte
Glas (960) gleichzeitig geöffnet sind, kürzer ist als
eine Öffnungsperiode des linken Glases (940) und
des rechten Glases (960), in welcher das linke Glas
(940) und das rechte Glas (960) abwechselnd ge-
öffnet sind.

11. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der
Controller (920) eine Steueroperation zum Zählen
der Anzahl empfangener Synchronisationssignale
und zum Übermitteln eines Normalbetriebssignals
an die Bildanzeigevorrichtung (100) durchführt,
wenn die gezählte Anzahl gleich oder größer ist als
ein vorbestimmter Wert.

12. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der
Controller (920) dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Steuero-
peration zur Übertragung eines Signals für einen ab-
normalen Betrieb an die Bildanzeigevorrichtung
(100) durchzuführen, wenn die Periode des Syn-
chronisationssignals sich geändert hat.

13. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der
Controller dazu eingerichtet ist, dann, wenn sich eine
Periode des Synchronisationssignals geändert hat,
die Erzeugung eines zweiten Synchronisationssig-
nals in Entsprechung zu einer Periode vor der Än-
derung der Periode des Synchronisationssignals
durchzuführen.

14. 3D-Betrachungsgerät nach Anspruch 13, wobei der
Controller (920) dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Periode
des empfangenen Synchronisationssignals zu de-
tektieren und auf Basis der detektierten Periode fest-
zustellen, ob sich die Periode des Synchronisations-
signals geändert hat oder nicht.

15. 3D-Betrachtungsgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der
Controller (920) dazu eingerichtet ist, eine Steuero-
peration ferner zum gleichzeitigen Schließen des lin-
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ken Glases (940) und des rechten Glases (960) in
der anderen der Bildanzeigeperiode für das linke Au-
ge und der Bildanzeigeperiode für das rechte Auge
durchzuführen, wenn sich die Periode des Synchro-
nisationssignals geändert hat.

Revendications

1. Procédé de fonctionnement d’un dispositif (195) de
visualisation en 3D, le procédé comprenant les éta-
pes consistant à :

recevoir un signal de synchronisation d’un dis-
positif (100) d’affichage d’images ;
ouvrir alternativement un verre gauche (940) et
un verre droit (960) conformément au signal de
synchronisation alors qu’une image 3D (1330)
est affichée sur le dispositif (100) d’affichage
d’images ; et
ouvrir simultanément le verre gauche (940) et
le verre droit (960) pendant une période d’affi-
chage d’image côté oeil gauche ou une période
d’affichage d’image côté oeil droit de l’image 3D
(1330) affichée sur le dispositif (100) d’affichage
d’images s’il est déterminé qu’une période du
signal de synchronisation a changé.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une
période d’ouverture du verre gauche (940) et du ver-
re droit (960) à l’étape d’ouverture simultanée est
plus courte qu’une période d’ouverture du verre gau-
che (940) et du verre droit (960) à l’étape de l’ouver-
ture alternée.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

compter le nombre de signaux de synchronisa-
tion reçus ; et
transmettre un signal de fonctionnement normal
au dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images lorsque
le nombre compté est égal ou supérieur à une
valeur prédéterminée.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à transmettre un signal de
fonctionnement anormal au dispositif (100) d’afficha-
ge d’images lorsque la période du signal de synchro-
nisation a changé.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à générer, lorsqu’une pério-
de du signal de synchronisation a changé, un deuxiè-
me signal de synchronisation correspondant à une
période antérieure au changement de la période du
signal de synchronisation.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à détecter une période du
signal de synchronisation reçu,
dans lequel il est déterminé si oui ou non la période
du signal de synchronisation a changé en se basant
sur la période détectée.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

compter le nombre de signaux de synchronisa-
tion reçus ; et
transmettre un signal de fonctionnement normal
au dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images lorsque
le nombre compté est égal ou supérieur à une
valeur prédéterminée.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
d’ouverture simultanée comprend en outre la ferme-
ture simultanée du verre gauche (940) et du verre
droit (960) pendant l’autre parmi la période d’afficha-
ge d’image côté oeil gauche et la période d’affichage
d’image côté oeil droit lorsque la période du signal
de synchronisation a changé.

9. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D comprenant :

un verre gauche (940) et un verre droit (960) ;
une unité de communication sans fil (930) pour
transmettre ou recevoir des données vers ou
depuis un dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images ;
et
un contrôleur (920) pour réaliser une opération
de commande destiné à ouvrir alternativement
le verre gauche (940) et le verre droit (960) con-
formément à un signal de synchronisation reçu
depuis le dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images
par l’intermédiaire de l’unité de communication
sans fil (930) alors qu’une image 3D est affichée
sur le dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images,
le contrôleur (920) étant configuré pour déter-
miner si oui ou non une période du signal de
synchronisation a changé et pour ouvrir simul-
tanément le verre gauche (940) et le verre droit
(960) pendant une période d’affichage d’image
côté oeil gauche ou une période d’affichage
d’image côté oeil droit de l’image 3D affichée
sur le dispositif d’affichage d’images s’il est dé-
terminé que la période du signal de synchroni-
sation a changé.

10. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel le contrôleur (920) est configuré
pour réaliser un réglage d’une manière telle qu’une
période d’ouverture du verre gauche (940) et du ver-
re droit (960) pendant laquelle le verre gauche (940)
et le verre droit (960) sont ouverts simultanément
est plus courte qu’une période d’ouverture du verre
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gauche (940) et du verre droit (960) pendant laquelle
le verre gauche (940) et le verre droit (960) sont
ouverts alternativement.

11. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel le contrôleur (920) réalise une
opération de commande destinée à compter le nom-
bre de signaux de synchronisation reçus et à trans-
mettre un signal de fonctionnement normal au dis-
positif (100) d’affichage d’images lorsque le nombre
compté est égal ou supérieur à une valeur prédéter-
minée.

12. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel le contrôleur (920) est configuré
pour réaliser une opération de commande destinée
à transmettre un signal de fonctionnement anormal
au dispositif (100) d’affichage d’images lorsque la
période du signal de synchronisation a changé.

13. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel le contrôleur est configuré pour
réaliser, lorsqu’une période du signal de synchroni-
sation a changé, la génération d’un deuxième signal
de synchronisation correspondant à une période an-
térieure au changement de la période du signal de
synchronisation.

14. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 13, dans lequel le contrôleur (920) est configuré
pour détecter une période du signal de synchronisa-
tion reçu et détermine si oui ou non la période du
signal de synchronisation a changé sur la base de
la période détectée.

15. Dispositif de visualisation en 3D selon la revendica-
tion 9, dans lequel le contrôleur (920) est configuré
pour réaliser une opération de commande destinée
en outre à fermer simultanément le verre gauche
(940) et le verre droit (960) pendant l’autre parmi la
période d’affichage d’images côté oeil gauche et la
période d’affichage d’image côté oeil droit lorsque la
période du signal de synchronisation a changé.
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